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Name: Ani Mihailova
Date of Birth: 1811212007

Sex:

F

ERGA/EP

Patient Number: PX330687
Consultant: Mr Saggar, Dr Boyd
Provisional diagnosis: Optic atrophy, congenital nystagmus

Repeat No.:

Clinical Summary: ? cone rod dysfunction
Clinic Code: erggoshF
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Pattern retinal responses are evident for each eye to a range of reversing test checks. Responses have
recordable P50 components indicating macular photoreceptor activation but the N95 is not evident

indicating ganglion cell/optic nerve dysfunction. In keeping with ganglion cell dysfunction diffuse
flash retinal responses are evident with well-defined photoreceptor'a'waves but the inner retina 'b'
waves are degraded. Optic nerve dysfunction is further confirmed by the degraded pattern and flash
visual evoked potentials. Pattern visual evoked potentials evoked indicate an element of macular
pathway sparing and potential for moderate to poor vision levels. Overall these responses indicate
optic nerve dysfunction with an element of macular sparing.

Recording Details
Daniel was active but attended adequalely to lhe pottern stimuli
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Pattern retinal responses are evident with recordable but degraded N95 components. These measured
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Flash retinal responses are evident for both rod and cone mediated stimuli 'a' wave amplitude and time to peak are
within nonnal limits while 'b' waves are reduced in amplitude with mixed rod/cone responses approaching negative in

rnorphology.
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Patern reversal VEPs are degraded but evident
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Flash VEPs are evident for each eye but degraded.
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